Greetings friends, music lovers, fans and supporters,
I have a vision for a musical tribute to "The Jazz legends of
Pittsburgh and their music" benefit concert, in my home town of
Pittsburgh, Pa. for the summer of 2018. But I need funding, well I
have a solution and its called "Jazz For Peace.Org"
2017 marked the 15th anniversary of the Jazz for Peace Concert
at the United Nations which is now a part of history. Since then
Jazz for Peace has awarded over 850 Grants earning its place as
“one the most significant cultural events of our time”. I have
decided to apply for this special Grant for the funding, in
this process all of your friends, family, colleagues and supporters
that you extend this invitation to will be awarded special VIP
perks and amenities by the Jazz for Peace Foundation as
detailed in the “Jazz for Peace VIP Guest of Honor Fast
Facts!” located here:
https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/step-2/
In honor of this historic celebration we are applying for a Grant to
take our project to the next level and would like you to take a
quick minute to click on the link above link. Check out the
introductory video and VIP perks in store for you and your
favored guests. Please respond in writing by email, as your
comments will be previewed as a determining factor set before
the board members who decide the grants. Once you view
the video link please let us know your comments and feedback
via email.
Here are a few examples of comment and feedback format we
need:
Harold Torain
City of Pittsburgh water works
Pittsburgh, Pa.

“” Yes! I’m feeling "Jazz for Peace mission!"
The sky is the limit for you.” Jack.
*Joe Jackson
Dept of parks and Recreations
Pittsburgh, Pa.What I like most about "Jazz for Peace" funding, is
that it connects vital elements of the community with the original and historical
American art form the jazz experience"
*Chris Burch
Pittsburgh international airport
Pittsburgh, Pa.
“Proud to be connected to your event and see how creative
you are to do all that you do to continue the History of Jazz in Pittsburgh!
*Cornell Mersier
Pittsburgh transit authority
Pittsburgh, Pa
“I love the way you are bridging the gap between
the age groups and the need to
preserve peace through the vehicle of the Jazz culture
pass and present.”
*Aaron King
New Delhi Hair Imports
Pittsburgh, Pa
"You really have outdone yourselves. The scope and possibilities
of what you can do through the "Jazz for Peace” organization is
amazing and should be widely celebrated!"

Turner entertainment artist appreciates your support,
Sincerely,
Jack Turner - 470-246-1722

